On the evolution, maintenance, and role of stratification at the Chukchi
Ecosystem Observatory (CEO) site in the northeat Chukchi Sea
Abstract: Stratification on the NE Chukchi Sea continental shelf
influences physical and biogeochemical properties of the sea ice,
the water column, the seafloor, and the plants and animals that live
there. Our understanding of the maintenance and importance of
stratification has been limited due to a lack of in situ observations
during the months that sea ice cover excludes ship-based sampling.
As recorded by the year-round Chukchi Ecosystem Observatory
(CEO) multi-disciplinary moorings anchored on the southern flank of
Hanna Shoal over 2014 to 2017, we examine the autumn evolution
of the water column stratification, causes of its variability, and
chemical consequences.
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The Site:

46 m water depth on the southern flank of Hanna Shoal in the NE Chukchi Sea. The
moorings: CEO is a 3-mooring array deployed with a large number of physical
environment, biogeochemical, and acoustic sensors. One of these moorings is a “freezeup” detection mooring that transmits data from throughout the water column in real
time back to UAF. The mooring transmits data until the surface float receives a “release”
command at which point it detaches from mooring line and sensors, which can be
recovered the following year.
CEO

Approach:

FALL 2015

We use full-water column measurements of temperature and salinity from 7 September
to 6 November 2015 to assess the fall breakdown of stratification. Atmospheric
parameters from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR), a 35-km atmospheric
hindcast provide contextual data on atmospheric conditions and surface heat fluxes.
Station measurements from PABR (Utqiaġvik Airport) help validate NARR results for
context. Passive microwave sensor data from the grid point closest to the mooring site
provides a measure of ice cover.

Both low and high
pressure systems
generated significant
wind events.
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Offshore CEO air
temperature remained
elevated relative to
temperature on land
through October.

Red: NARR @ CEO
Black: NARR @ PABR
Blue: Observed @ PABR
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The Ice:

As seen by the SAR wind data product, the ice edge
was rapidly approaching the mooring site on
November 5th 2015. Top float was released on Nov.
6th.
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Winds in excess of
10 m s-1 were a
common
occurrence.
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Progression of water column characteristics through Fall 2015
Mid-water temperature maxima hint at the importance of advection. Like other shallow Arctic shelf seas, the water column evolved toward a homogeneous mixture of freezingpoint waters through the fall months. However, rather than first becoming well-mixed and then cooling, the surface and near-bottom water waters became thermally inverted,
progressing from warm/fresh above cold/salty (Oct 1) to cool/fresh above warm/salty (Oct 25) and then finally to cold/salty throughout (Nov 14). Advection necessarily plays an
important role.
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Onset of sea ice
slightly prior to the
entire water column
reaching the freezing
point.
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Thermal cross-over
occurred in mid-October.
Red to blue from FreezeUp
buoy. Cyan & black from
nearby CEO mooring.
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Temperature (oC)

Primary wind
direction was
toward the WSW.

Do surface heat fluxes balance the observed heat content changes?

Salinity dominates
the density field.
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The black trace at left shows the water column heat content as measured by
the Freeze-Up mooring. The magenta trace is heat content from a 33 m
depth T/C sensor on nearby mooring extrapolated to whole water column.
The magenta trace shows that a single-depth estimate of heat content is a
poor substitute for multiple measurements through the water column.
Starting with the heat content on 7 September, the blue line shows the heat
lost through the surface as computed by NARR (near flat responses over Oct
30 to Nov 6 and Nov 8 onward are due ice at the ocean-air interface in
NARR). The red trace shows the NARR heat flux estimate from a site located
100 km to the SW.

NARR Surface heat fluxes:
Red = shortwave incoming;
Yellow = shortwave
reflected; Blue = incoming
longwave; Black = outgoing
longwave; magenta = latent,
cyan = sensible heat flux

The NARR estimate of net surface heat flux does not account for the cooling
that observed prior to about 12 October and the surface heat fluxes over this
time do no exhibit the large variance seen in the oceanic heat content. Heat
content fluctuations over this time are coherent with with the timing of wind
events. Over 12 October to 12 November, the cumulative surface fluxes
mostly parallel the changes of water column heat content., suggesting that
during this period the surface heat fluxes mostly control the water column
heat content.

NARR daily mean heat
flux: Blue trace from
NARR grid point closest to
the CEO mooring. Red
trace from a site 100 km
to the SW.

Conclusions, Final thoughts and Next Steps:

Nitrate fluctuations
are not fully coherent
with salinity
variability

• We find that horizontal advection and surface heat fluxes are both important to the evolution of the CEO site stratification field
through the fall transition into winter. Next step is to balance the evolution of the stratification field with the mixing energy provided
by the wind.
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• While much of the Chukchi shelf is thought to be well mixed from the fall turnover until the onset of sea ice melt in spring, the CEO site
alternately stratifies and re-homogenizes throughout the year.

• Chemical and biological consequences of these results are important for understanding the benthic “hot spot” that surrounds this
observatory site.
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